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ABSTRACT 

The SLAC Linear Collider has been designed to readily accomodate polar
ized electron beams. Considerable effort has been made to implement a polarized 
source, a spin rotation system, and a system to monitor the beam polarisation. 
Nearly all major components have been fabricated. At the current time, sev
eral source and polaximeter components have been installed. The installation 
and commissioning of the entire system will take place during available machine 
shutdown periods as the commissioning of SLC progresses. It ia expected that a 
beam polarization of AS% will be achieved with no loss in luminosity. 
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1. Introduction 

The utility of polarized electron (and positron) beams Tor ttic production 
and study of the Z" boeon has been discussed in in many publications and 
will be discussed in detail at this workshop. It is sufficient to say that the use or 
polarized beams provides an effective increase in luminosity or one to two orders of 
magnitude for some standard model measurements and improves the systematic 
uncertainties associated with those measurements to a level unattainable without 
polarization. (As an example, the precision of the cloctroweak mixing parameter 
sin^w as obtained from a measurement of the left-right polarization asymmetry 
is compared with that obtained from the forward-backward muon asymmetry in 
Figure 1,) 

In order to exploit these advantages, the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) has 
been designed to readily accomodate polarised electron beams. At the current 
time, nearly all of the additional components that are necessary to produ^<!, 
accelerate, and monitor the polarized electron beam have been fabricated. It is 
hoped that the installation and testing of various parts wilt take place during the 
coming year. The implementation of the polarised electron beam is not expected 
to affect the luminosity of the machine in any way. The cost of the entire projrei 
is approximately $2 million. 

2. The Polarized SLC 

A layout of the polarized SLC is shown in Figure 2. The orientation of ar; 
electron spin vector is shown as the electron is transported from the electron gun 
to the interaction point. 

A gallium arsenide based photon emission source produces pulses or up to 
1 0 n longitudinally polarized electrons at repetition rates of up to 180 Hz. The 
electrons are then accelerated in the first sector of the linac. The beam pulse 
achieves an energy of 1.21 GeV as it arrives at the entrance or the LTR (Linac 
To Ring) transfer line. 



The electrons must be stored in the Nortti Damping Ring for one machine 

cycle (the cycle time is > 5.5 ms). A aystem consisting of the LTtt bend mag

nets and a superconducting solenoid is used to rotate the spins into the vertical 

direction that is necessary Tor storage in the damping ring. After one machine 

cycle, the bunch is extracted and passed through another spin rotation system 

consisting of the bend magnets of the RTL (Ring-To-Linac) transfer line and two 

superconducting solenoids. The system is sufficently flexible to provide essen

tially any spin orientation as the bunch reenters the linac at the beginning or 

sector 2. 

The beam pulse is then accelerated to nearly SO GeV in the linac. To insure 

Llutf. ((»• .spin gymnastics in the damping ring have worked properly and to Bttidy 

many of the potential sources of depolarization, a M0llcr polariiriHvr is located 

,il the end of Un> Hnac near the PEP injection line. This polarimeter is used 

primarily for diagnostic purposes. 

The beam pulse is then transported through the north machine arc and the 

limit Gurus section to the interaction point. At full energy, the spin vectors precess 

lonelily '£('> times. Wrtical precession also occurs in the nonplanar arcs. Since 

loiigUMtJinuJ polarization is rrijuirud at the interaction point, the total precession 

angle must l>r ralrulated for the exact mar hi no energy and the polarization at 

thr arc entrance must be adjusted appropriately. 

After colliding with the unpolartzed positron bunch, the electron beam is 

transported through the south final focus system where a Compton polarimeter 

is lorutfcl. The beam continues to the south extraction line where a second Mailer 

|n)|iiriiti(l*T IK U>i .Ll.i-tl Thr bending magnets of the final focus and extraction 

Inn- r.iusc UII additional spin precession of roughly 540° hetween the interaction 

(MHiit and Hit' Mollrr target. Doll) polarimelers continuously monitor the beam 

|niluri/..U inn. 
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3. The Polarized Source 

In 1976, Pierce and Meier observed the photoemission of polarized elec

trons from negative electron affinity gallium arsenide (NEA CaAs). Since then, 

nearly all polarised electron sources that have been used with accelerators have 

been based on this technique. 9 These sources have the advantages of relative 

simplicity, easy reversibility, and good beam characteristics, but are limited to 

a maximum polarization of fifty percent. The SLC source is an improved ver

sion of a GaAs photoemission source that was developed for a previous SLAC 

experiment! 4' The Br&t part of this chapter describes the physical principles of 

tin: source operation and the second part describes the current status of the SUC 

source. 

: t . i . GALLIUM ARSKNIUK S O U R C E S 

Gallium araenidc is a well-known semiconductor with two very important 

properties that make it useful as a polarized electron source: 

1. Its band structure permits a given spin state to be preferentially pumped 

into the conduction band. 

2. Its surface can be treated to develop a negative work rum lion (henre the 

term, negative electron affinity). 

The band structure of GaAs at the energy maximum of Hie v«lenrr t>H.nd inn] 

energy minimum of the conduction band is shown in Figurr 3, The band rnrrny 

versus momentum is shown on the left-hand side and the energy level striirt.ii re 

is shown on the right-hand side of the figure. Thr hand gap <if Mir material is 

E„ — 1.52 «V. At the minimum of the conduction hand and the maximum of 11<<-

valence band, the electron wavefunctions have S and /* symmetry, rwsprrlivrly. 

Spin-orbit splitting causes the /"a/2 states to reside in energy above Hie /',,„. 

states by an amount A -- DMA r.V. Thr absorption of single pliotuns proceeds 

via an electric dipole transition. The selection rules for the absorption of rin.li I -

A 
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and left-handed circularly polarized photons are Amy = -j-1 and Amy = - 1 , 
respectively. They are indicated by the solid and dashed arrows in Figure 3. 
Since the electric dipole operator changes the orbital angular momentum of the 
inital state by one unit, the spin of the electron remains unchanged in the process. 

Let's consider what happens when a right-circularly polarized photon is inci
dent upon a GaAs crystal. The phot-n direction is the only vector in the system. 
AH angular momentum projections refer to the incident photon direction. If the 
photofi energy En Is in the range E9 < E^ < E9 + A, then transitions can only 
occur from the P3/2 states to the Sl/2 states. Specifically, the P state with 
my = - 3 / 2 can m Ĵce a transition to the 5 state with my = - 1 / 2 and the P 
state with my = —1/2 can make a transition to the 5 state with my = +1/2. In 
the former case, the emitted electron has spin antiparallel to the incident pho
ton direction (nr parallel to its ejected direction). In the latter case, the spin 
of the emitted electron is parallel to the incident photon direction (antiparallel 
to its ejected direction). Due to Clebach-Gordon coefficients (the P state with 
my = - 3 / 2 is a pure spin state whereas state with my = —1/2 is not), the former 
transition is three times more likely than the latter. The relative transition rates 
are indicated by circled numbers in Figure 3. This implies that the absorption 
of a right circularly polarized photon produces a right-handed electron with a 
polarizatior 

p = | ^ 4 = 5 o ^ -
3 + 1 

Actually, all that's been shown so far Is that polarized electrons can be 
pumped into the conduction band with a beam of circularly polarized photons. 
In order to make a polarized source, the electrons must leave the material. In 
normal GaAs, the energy gap from the bottom of the conduction band to the 
free electron state is approximately 2.5 electron volta. Even with a large applied 
electric field, pure GaAs is a poor photoemitter. The magic that is necessary to 
make it an efficient photoemitter is shown in Figure 4. The energy of the various 
bands is shown as a function of depth near the surface for several materials: pure 
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GaAs, GaAs with a cesiated surface, and GaAs with a surface layer of C s 2 0 . 

The energy of the free electron Btate is shown as £„. The addition of cesium 

to the surface causes the energy gap between the conduction band and the Tree 

electron state to decrease to zero. The addition of Cs 2Q to the surface causes the 

gap to become negative! Quantum efficiencies as large as 5% have been been ob

served for GaAs photocathodes that have been treated with CS2O (actually CsK 

is currently used instead). At photon energies that are appropriate for polarized 

electron production, quantum efficiencies in the range 0.1% —• 0.5% are typical. 

In practice, the photoexcited electrons can become depolarised by spin flip 

scattering processes that occur before emission from the photocathode. Attempts 

are currently being made to minimize this effect by making very thin ptioLorglh-

odes. The measured electron j>olarization from several thin photocathodrs is 

presented in Figure 5 for several Soton wavelengths. Note that the polarization 

increases to a value in the range -15% — 50% as the photon energy is dacruasccl 

to a value near the band gap of the materia). Although the systematic errors of 

these measurements are typically 10%, electron polarizations near the theoretical 

maximum are attained. 

3 . 2 . T H E SLC POLARIZED SOURCE 

A drawing of the SLC polarized source is shown in Figure 6. The source is 

installed on a Y section to facilitate switching from one source to the other. At 

the current time, the source is installed on the accelerator. Several tests were 

conducted during the winter 1987-1988 shutdown. A high vacuum bakcout of 

the Y section was performed. The photocathodc wis then activated with a CsK 

treatment. A quantum efficiency of approximately 1% was measured. The vac

uum valve that isolates the photoemission gun from the accelerator vacuum was 

then opened. The lifetime of the photocathode when exposed to the acrclera-

* The photocathode lifetime refers to the decrease in quantum efficiency with time. Whi-n 
the quantum efficiency became* Loo low, it a n be restored by a Cap activation Th<' 
physical photocathode surface ia capable of many such reactivation cycled. 
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tor environment was measured. In the laboratory tests, the cathode lifetime has 

been measured to be approximately 1000 hours. Unfortunately, the lifetime of the 

cathode when exposed to the accelerator environment was only 100 hours. The 

solution to this problem is to improve the accelerator vacuum near the source. 

The second major component of the polarized electron source (also shown in 

Figure 6) is the laser light SOUTCC It is a model TFDL-10 flashlamp-pumped dye 

laser which was built by the Candela Corporation and was extensively modified 

at LSLAC The laser has been operated with two dyr*: oxazine 720 and rhodamine 

700. The laser power is shown in Figure 7 as r. function of wavelength (which 

ri<>|i<'w!t> upon the dye concentration). The pewer is the average power at 60 Use 

operation. The arLual pulse width h 500 ns (full width). Alsn shown in Kigun- 7 

is the expected electron polarization for c-'*ch %• <aton wavelength. It is clear thai, 

the rhodainine dye produces more pow^r in the long wavelength region that in 

desirable for high polarization. 

Unfortunately, this is only part of tire story. The dyes arc gradually destroyed 

by I'xpoHuri.- to the high intensity illumination of the flash lamps. The lifetime of 

rite 1) dye determines tin* frequency of laser maijitaiimnce that is necessary in ac-

Uiiil operations AL (SO Hz operation, the lifetimes of the oxaxinc and rhodaminp 

dyes have been measured to be 2IG hours and 41 hours, respectively. The op

erational maintenance interval is determined by a number of parameters. If one 

assumes 1.11at the cathode lifetime is 100 hours and that the initial quantum cf-

tii'nmy is 1%, then the production of 1 0 n electrons at 120 Hz would require 

soune maintenance I'iich 8.3 days with the oxazinc dye and each 2.9 days with 

Ilic riiixi.iinini' dye. Tin' rhndamitie dye is capable of producing higher polar-

i/iilinn lint, require-, more frequent maintenance. In cither case, the situation is 

if i>r;ilili- l>nl not. entirely satisfactory. There are plans to investigate more dyes 

in < lie near future. 

The time structure of the laser pulse differs substantially from the required 

i itne structure of the electron pulses. Each machine cycle, the SLC source must 
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produce two two-nanosecond electron pulses that arc separated in time by CO ns. 

The solution to the problem is to modulate the the 500 ns laser pulse with the 

apparatus that is shown in Figure 8. The photon beam emerges from the laser 

and passes through a double prism to insure 100% linear polarization. It is then 

passed through a Pockets cell, a second double prism, and a second Packets cell. 

The fast and slow axea or the Pockels cells are rotated by 45° with respect to the 

polarization direction of the beam. The polarizing <utis of the second prism is 

rotated by 9 0 s with respect to the first prism. In the absence of a voltage applied 

to the first Pockels cell, no light is transmitted through the system. The laser 

pulse is modulated by applying a high voltage signal to the first Pockols cell that 

li;i.s the correct time structure (two 2-ns pulses that ar<- separated by GO ns}. Tin* 

amplitude of the voltage is adjusted to produce a phase shirt of 180" between 

thi' axes of the cell. This causes tin1 polarization verier of tin- beam to rot.iie 

by yO". The beam is thus fully transmitted through the srroiul prism for Un

lit! ration of the hi]>)i voltage pul.se and the correct time strut lure is est.ddislied. 

The voltage applied to the second Pockels cell is held constant Tor the duration 

of the machine cyrlr and is adjusted to produce a 90" phase shift between the 

fitst and slow axes. The system therefor*- Iniusinhx cither rijjJ't- or Jrfl-i in ul.irly 

polarized photon.s (depending upon the sign of the voltage). 

'1. T h r S p i n Itotiil.inri S y s t e m 

The second major element of tilt' polarized SL(! is the spin tntiilnni sysleni 

As was mentioned in Chapter '4, the Npin rotation system \\;u- two lum turns: 

1. To rotate the (initially longitudinal) polarization v«i-toi <>| iln- elect run 

bunch into the vertical direction for storage in the North Danipirif; Hinn. 

2. To allow the orientation of the electron polariv.ii I ion vectoi in In- emit rid led 

as the bunch reenters sector 2 of the linac*. This is necessary to t onipensale 

for precession in the machine arcs. 
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A detailed representation of the north damping ring, the north LTR transfer 
line, and the north RTL transfer line is chown in Figure 0. The orientation of the 
polarisation vector at various places is shown by the double arrow. The electron 
bunch arrives at the entrance to the LTR transfer line with an energy of 1.21 
GeV. At this energy, the spins precess by 90° for each 32.8° that the electron 
trajectories are bent by a transverse magnetic field. The initial bend angle of 
t.Iie LiR has been chosen to be 5 x 32.8°. The longitudinal polarisation of the 
beam emerging from sector 1 of the linac is therefore rotated into the horizontal 
direction. A superconducting solenoid of strength 6.34 T-m is introduced into 
the LTR optics after the first bend. The solenoid has only a small effect on the 
optics of the transport system but causes a rotation of the spin vector about 
the beam axis by 90". The spins are therefore rotated into the vertical (either 
upward or downward) direction. After one machine cycle (> 5.5 ms), the electron 
bunch is extracted from the damping ring with a horizontal kicker magnet and 
passed through a second superconducting solenoid magnet. The horizontal bend 
magnet, of the RTL transfer line then deflect the beam by an angle of 3 x 32.8° 
before it reenters the linac at the beginning of sector 2. A third superconducting 
solenoid is introduced into the linac lattice just downstream of the reentry point. 
If the second {RTL) solenoid b adjusted to have the same strength as the first 
(LTR) solenoid has, the system will restore the longitudinal beam polarisation. 
If it is not energized, the beam polarisation will be vertical upon reentry into 
the linac. The third (linac) solenoid can then rotate the polarisation vector to 
any transverse orientation. The combination of the two solenoids and the RTL 
bending magnets permits the selection of any orientation of the polarisation 
vector. 

Status of the Spin. Rotation System 

At the current time, all three spin rotation solenoids have been fabricated and 
delivered to SLAC. The magnets and their cryogenic and control systems have 
been assembled in a large test facility at SLAC, The entire system is undergoing 
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extensive testing. The Lnstal'tiion of the spin rotator solenoids into the L'J'R 
and RTL transport lines requires relatively minor changes to the optics and 
instrumentation of the beam lines. The installation of the solenoid into sector 
2 of the lixiac is somewhat more involved. A single accelerator sect ion must be 
removed (which results in a loss of 50 MeV of energy to the electron beam). 
Three quadrupoJe magnets must be moved and two others must he installed. 

5. Polarimetry at SLC 

The polarization of the SLC electron beam will be monitored by thrue po-
larimeters. Two of the polarimeters are based upon polarized Mill for scattering. 
They provide three-axis polarimetry and have moderate precision {bP jP is T>%). 
The thin) polarimeter is based u on polarized Compton scattering, and can pro
vide high precision [6P/P w iSr, measurements of the longitudinal beam po
larization. The M0ller polarimeters are located at the end of the linac and MI 
the south extraction line. The Compton polarimeter is located at the last bend 
magnet of the south final focus. 

5 .1 . THE M0LLER POLARIMETERS 

The Mtfller polarimeters make use of the polarized asymmetries of the cross 
section for electron-electron elastic scattering. At tree level, the differential cross 
section for this process in the center-of-mass frame (in the mc •-• 0 limit) is given 
by the following expression 

S = T~^('-'.'WI-','WH« *, *,)} 
where: « is the square of the total energy in the cm frame; 0 is I In- cm frame 
scattering angle; 4> ' s the azimuth of the scattered electron (the definition of $ 0 
is arbitrary); Pa

l, P} are the longitudinal polarizations of the beam and target, 
respectively; Pt

l, P? are the transverse polarizations of the beam and target, 
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respectively; 0 i , fa are the azimuths of the transverse polarization vectors; and 

Ax(6) and At\9) are the longitudinal and transverse asymmetry functions which 

are defined as 
A u\ - (7 + cos Jtf)sin'g 

A"[V> ~ (3+cos»0)* 

A (a\ — stn*fl 

The differentia) cross section is the product of the unpolarized cross section and 

the sum of one and two polarization dependent terms. The first is the product of 

the longitudinal polarizations of the beam and target particles and the function 

As{0). The act niid is the product of the transverse polarizations of the two elec

trons, an axiiutitiiiil factor, and the function A|(4). The tin polarized cross suction, 

A,(l>), and /1|(0) are plotted aa functions of cosfl jn |>'igure 10. Moth asymmetry 

functions are maximal for 90" scattering- The longitudinal asymmetry function 

becomes quite large (A,(90°) = 7/9) whereas the transverse asymmetry func

tion never exceeds 1/9. The analyzing power of any polarimeter scales as the 

proilurl. of the unpolarized rross section and the square of the asymmetry. This 

< ornliiiial.inn is also largest at Q 90" but has a rather broad maximum. 

Tin* laboratory momentum and angle of the scattered electron, / " and 0(at, are 

related l<i the renter-of-mass frarnc srr.itering angle by the following expressions, 

P' '-'[I ) costfj 

0l„,. 't™*[r7, - p] 

where /' is the iimuii'iiluiii of the incident electron and where m r is the mass 

ill llie elertnui. The exLracLioii line poiarimeter has been designed to accept 

an interval of momentum A / " / / " t 5% about I" - P/2. Its acceptance 

is therefore centered about 0 90". The liliar. polarimeter makes use of the 

lirst betid magnet or Lite FBI' injection Mue as an analyzing element. The PEP 

injei tion line cnnnoL Lran.sporl electron momenta larger than 15 GeV/c. At a 
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beam energy of 46 GeV, this corresponds to a minimum center-of-niass angle 

of 110°. The corresponding laboratory angles, unpolarized cross sections, and 

polarization asymmetries are summarized in Tabic ) below: 

Table I 

The accepted cm and laboratory angles, cross section, longitudinal asym
metry and transverse asymmetry for the Linac and extraction line Moller 
polarimeters. The beam energy is assumed to be 46 GeV. The cross 
sections are given in units of a7/s. 

Polarimeter e 0j at'niRad) dafdil | A, At 

O.OR 

0,11 
u inae 
Extraction Line 

110" 
90° 

6.S 
4.7 

12.5 0.64 
9,0 0.78 

At 

O.OR 

0,11 

Tin" larger scattering angle regime accepted by the limir. prilarirni'f.cr reduces 

tli<! analyzing pow«r only slightly (by 6%) as compared with tin' extraction line 

device. 

PoJarimeter Design 

It is clear that the electron beam polarization rati be monitored hy providing 

a target containing polarized electrons and by measuring the asymmetry of 1,1 ic 

cross section caused by reversing either the beam or target polari'/.itliitii^. The 

beam polarization Pf, is then related to the measured asymim-lry , 4 , i r by ' In-

following simple expression 

h- - A"p 

where Ptgt is the target polarization and Athrur i« tin- l.heo'-H.iral (uii|;i(.iMliuii[ <n 

transverse asymmetry given above. A diagram of tin- extract ion line p»hiritnH<-r 

is shown in Figure 12. Note that the horizontal In-tiding magnets have no mm 

Lion for the polarirneler (they make synchrotron radial inn for the SI.C energy 

spectrometer and background for the polarimctcr). The lin.x |><>Uriiticlrr i|i||(-rs 

only in the choice of analyzing magnet and detector. Tlie main eli'iiit-nlH of hnlli 

polarimeters are: 
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1. A magnetized foil target. 

2. A collimator to define a scattering plane (defines the azimuth of the scat
tered particles). 

3. A magnet and aperture that select the momentum range to be accepted 

(which is equivalent to selecting the cm scattering angle). Note that the 

bending plane of the magnet is perpendicular to the scattering plane defined 

by the collimator. This is done to decouple P' from Oub-

4. A detector that is capable of measuring the electron rate as a function 
of position. A shower counter sampled with very email (2 mm diameter} 
proportional tubes is used in the extraction line. The iinac polarimctcr 
uses a silicon atrip detector. 

The counting rates in both polarimeterB are in the range 50 —» 100 electrons 

per pulse. It is therefore expected that longitudinal polartzation measurements 

will require 1 -+ 2 minutes to achieve a statistical precision of 5%, Transverse 

polarization measurements will require roughly one hour to achieve the same 

precision. 

M0llcr Target 

A single polarized target design has been used for both polarimeter targets. A 

beam's eye view of the target assembly is shown in Figure 11. A holder containing 

four iron foils can be moved through the beam. Two foils are transverse to the 

beam axis and two are tilted at an angle or 20° with respect to the beam axis. A 

three sets of interleaved Hemholz can produce a 100 gauss magnetic field along 

any of the three axes. This field is sufficient to magnetically saturate a fcil 

along its axis. At saturation, the spins of two of the 26 valence electrons are 

(anti)aligned with the external field (the maximum polarization is therefore 8%). 

The actual target polarization is measured by the following procedure: 

1- A small pickup coil is placed around the target foil. 
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2. The direction of the driving field is reversed and the induced coil voltage 

is measured. 

3. The target is removed from within the pickup coil and step 2 is repeated. 

Step 2 measures the total B field induced within the foil. Step 3 measures 

just the driving H field. The difference between the measurements determines 

the magnetization density of the Foil. The magnetization density is closely related 

to the target polarization (it must be corrected for orbital effects). 

Backgrounds 

The M0ller scattering signal that was measured in the polarimeter of the 
SLAC polarized electron-deuteron scattering experiment * is shown in Figure 
13. The number of detected electrons is shown as a a function of scattering angle 
(the upper plot). The signal consists of a smoothly varying distribution and a 
peak. The Mailer scattering peak occurs at the angle which corresponds to the 
accepted momentum (according to the electron-electron two body kinematics). 
The continuous distribution provides a 15 -+ 20% background to the Mtfller 
signal. Both the shape and the magnitude of the background are well described 
by the process c~ +N —» e~ + JV 4 f (also known as the Bethe-Heitler process).' 
A similar background is expected to be present in the extraction line polarimeter. 
The larger angle regime accepted by the linac polarimeter is expected to be less 
contaminated by background (by a factor of 2-3), 

Systematic Errors 

The ability to operate the poiarimetera in four polarization modes (two beam 

polarization directions X two target polarization directions) will help to study 

many systematic problems. Nevertheless, it is expected that the precision that 

can be achieved will be limited by the following systematic effects: 

1. The target polarization can be measured with a precision of two or three 
percent. Better precision probably requires a good understanding of the 
shape of the magnetization density distribution within the target. 
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2. The uncertainty in the subtraction of the intrinsic background will probably 
be less two percent. 

3. A complete aet of radiative corrections for polarized M0ller scattering has 
not been calculated. The effect on the size of the cross section is quite large 
(of order 20%). The effect on the asymmetry is estimated to be quite small 
(less than 1%). 

4. The measurement of an asymmetry is Sensitive to the linearity of the de
tector. The non-linearities can probably be corrected and controlled to less 
than one percent. 

!>. The passage of the beam through the target can disrupt th« spin alignment 
of the electrons. At SLC, the offer. 1, is estimated to be; less Mum a One 
percent uncertainty on the target polarization. 

The combined effect of the above uncertainties is less than 5%. It appears 
that with a bit of care and good luck, the systematic error could he controlled 
to 2 • .'!%. 

S!;»1 ns of l.h«< M<4lli>r I'olarimeters 

A I. the rurrt'iii. lime, all cmnpmwnts of both polarirnelers have been fahri-
t ;iti-(|. The linar polarimeter target assembly has been calibrated and installed. 
A number or fiiickgrauiid studies have been conducted with a prototype sili-
i<»!i (!i-ti'i-t<ir. Tin! extraction line polarimetcr target assembly and collimator 
wiU hr msUiHrff ifnrmg thr next rxlended shutdown of the machine. The le&d-
nroptirtioiiid lub«* detector will be installed in the near future and background 
sl.iiilics will Uv comfurlrd. 
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5 . 2 . THE COMPTON POLARIMETBR 

The Compton polarimeter makes use of the large polarization asymmetry in 

the cross section for elastic electron-photon scattering. The light source initially 

will be a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser which produces 2.23 eV photons (a 

later upgrade to an excimer laser is being considered). The kinematics of the 

scattering of optical photons with high energy electrons in the laboratory frame 

arc discussed first. After the variables have been defined, the polarized cross 

section is presented. 

Compton Scattering Kinematics 

The kincmalical properties of the scattering of a high energy dor iron with an 

optical photon seem quite strange to those accustomed to working in reference 

frames that are nearer the ccnler-of-mass frame. The energy of tin- Her Iron is 

typically 10 orders of magnitude larger than that of the photon. It is clear that 

all final state particles are swept into the forward direction (along the incident 

electron direction). It is therefore convenient to define all angles with respect to 

the incident electron direction. The direction of the outgoing photon, 0*-, differs 

from the normal delitiition of the scattering angle by 180" (if the colliding e-~t lire 

coliiucar). Let /?, I'J', f\, and K* be the incident electron energy, scattered elrr 

tron energy, incident photon energy, and scattered photon energy, respectively. 

The maximum energy of the scattered photon K'mni and the minimum energy <>r 

the scattered electron K'min can then be written as 

K'm„ E[\ y) 

* C = EV 

where the parameter y is defined as 

The emission angle of the scattered photon OR is related to the srati.ered photon 
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energy by the following expression, 

r-*L.[ l + i(fe)']-

where the definition of x is obvious. The parameter * varies from unity at sero 
emission angle to zero at larger angles. The scale of the angular range >B set by the 
angle Tor which the energy has been reduced by a factor of two. This occurs when 
EQK y/y/" 1 = 1 or at the angle $K = mfEyfy, For the SLC Compton polanmeter 
operating with a 46 GeV beam, the value of the parameter y is 0.389, Therefore, 
the maximum photo* energy is 28.1 GeV and the minimum electron energy is 
17.9 GeV. The angle at which the photon energy has been decreased by * doctor 
of two is 1.8 x I P - 5 radians. The scattered electron and photon both remain 
along the beam direction. 

The Polarized Cross Section in the Laboratory Frame 

The polarized cross section can be expressed in terms of the laboratory vari
ables x, v, and the azimuth of the photon with respect to the electron transverse 
polarization <f> as follows,* 

\dxd<f> J Compton \dxd<j)' unpoi \ * * 

where: the unpolarized cross section is defined as 

Kl^Junpot ~ °y\ 1 - x(\ - y) + + l l - s{\ - y)\ V 

Ps, Pt arc the longitudinal and transverse polarizations of the electron; P1 is the 
circular polarization of the photon; and where the longitudinal and transverse 
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asymmetries are defined as 

These equations are difficult to visualize and interpret without a bit of assis
tance. The unpolarized cross section and the longitudinal and transverse asym
metries are ptotted as functions of x in Figure 14 for if = 0.389. The unpolartzed 
cross section is very large (several hundred millibarns) and peaked at x = 1. The 
longitudinal asymmetry has a maximum of 75% also at x = 1. Note, however, 
that as x is decreased, A^ decreases rapidly and becomes negative near x — 0.72. 
It reaches a minimum of -25% near x = 0.47 and returns to zero at x = 0. The 
transverse asymmetry is zero at be h endpoints and reaches a maximum of 33% 
near x = 0.75. 

Polarimeter Design 

The location of the SLC Compton polarimeter is shown in Figure 15. The 
laser is brought into collision with the electron beam after it has passed through 
and immediately before it enters the first bend magnets of the final focus region. 
Since no precession occurs between the interaction point and the Compton col
lision point, it is sufficient to measure only the longitudinal component of the 
electron polarization. As is shown in Figure 14, the largest cross section and 
largest longitudinal asymmetry occur near x — 1. Since both quantities are very 
sensitive to the precise value of x (or alternatively, energy), there is a clear ad
vantage in measuring the scattered electrons. The electrons can be momentum 
analyzed rather precisely in large numbers. The main elements of the polarimeter 
are as follows: 

1. The pulsed laser. As was stated previously, the polarimeter will initially 
use a frquency doubled Nd:YAG laser operating at 4 millijoules per pulse. 
The pulse length is 8 nanoseconds and the repetition rate is 15 Hz. 
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2. The laser optics and light path. The beam is circularly polarized with a 
Pockels cell and transported to a collision point that is approximately 12 
m downstream of the SLC interaction point, The beam sine at the collsion 
point is 1.2 mm and the crossing angle Is 20 milliradians. 

3. The analyzing magnet is the first bending magnet of the final focus re
gion. The endpoint (17.9 GcV) electrons are deflected by approximate^ 15 
taiiliradians with respect to the unscattercd beam. 

4. The detector is a multketl gas Cerenkov counter that has a threshold energy 
of 20 MeV, It is located approximately 3 m downstream of the magnet 
center. 

The counting rate is expected to be approximately MM) events per machine 
pulse. Because the laser target lias essentially 100% polarizata.'. (as compared 
with the Mmllor target polarisation of R%), many fewer counts are required to 
achieve a given statistical precision than are required for the Metier poIarimetWH. 
It is expected that a \% statistical precision can be achieved in a 70 second run. 

lliu'kgrnuml.s 

While Complon polarimetera have dit not have the intrinsic backgrounds of 
Lhf MniU'r technique, thay can Have serious background problems. The clectron-
IxwUrun collisions produce low energy electron* that are collinear with the beam 
avis via the process e+e * t • e f. This background decrease)) as the cr TH, 
of the accepted electrons is decreased. For electron energies below 25 GeV, u '-. 
rxpertnl to be less than 15% of the signal. A second and potentially more serious 
background is the olF-oiuTny beam halo that it) produced by the scattering of the 
(nv.iiit tails from various' aperture*. Mnear collider experiments are affected much 
nu»r«' by Ihir. 1 y pe of problem Mian storage ring experiments are. It is difficult ev«n 
l«r t-si itiiitU' ill*- size of thi.H background since it depends upon machine parameters 
t.li.U are not measured well ami upon details of the precise machine tune. 

Jlwth types of background arc directly measurcablc by turning off the laser 
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for machine pulses, They can be therefore be tolerated to fairly high levels. 

Systematic Errors 

The list of possible systematic errors that apply to the Compton polarimeler 

is very similar to that given the Meiller section: 

1. As with M0ller scattering, it is essential to understand the- degree of po

larization of the target. Although the laser beam must be passed through 

windows and reflected from mirrors, it appears that the uncertainty on the 

beam polarization can be controlled ta APi/pi 5 1%. 

2. Unless the machine related backgrounds are very severe, it appears that 

they and the radiative Bhabha background can be measured and subtracted 

from the total signal. The effect on the measured asymmetry can In* kept. 

to a few tenths of one percent. 

;t. A complete set or iirst order radiative corrections to polarized Compl.tm 

scattering has been calculated by Gongora and Stuart. ' The theoretical 

uncertainty on the longitudinal asymmetry is certainly sina.ll as compared 

with the other systematic errors discussed in this section. 

4. As with the Moller case, it is essential to monitor non linearities ol (lie 

detection system. Must deLrrtiuii systems arc not. linear i.n heller limn .I 

percent or several percent. It appears that these fan he turret-led (<• i.h<> 

level of a few tenths or one percent. 

5, Since the longitudinal asymmetry is n strong function ol flu- M altered |»;n 

tirle momentum, it is vury important to understand the eneiny stale ol I hi-

detector. A y ' 0.3B0, an energy shift of I til) MeV cm-i-s ;i frartion.il 

change in the asymmetry of 1.1 %. A good energy i;ilil>i.i«i..n i an In- di-

rived from endpoint of the scattered electron energy disl tilmi imi Siiur (In-

scattering cross section is largest at the endpoiul, it should he n-Lilnih 

straightforward to observe. This tines require good spatial TI-.HIHIimi <<l ilu-

detector (less than a few hundred microns). 

mi 
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With KUIIIC care, il. appears that the total systematic uncertainly can be 

controlled to the one percent level. 

Status of I he Con i p ton Polar! meter 

At the current Lime, the laser light path hris been partially installed. The laser 

has been operated successfully for many years aa part of the SLAC backscallered 

plioton beam. A prototype gas Cerenkov cell lias been installed downstream or 

i he analyzing magnet. Background studies are being conducted in an a t tempt to 

measure the machine luminosity via the radiative flhabha process. 

6. D e p o l a r i z a t i o n Ef fec t s 

There are numerous possible sources of electron beam depolarization. None 

of them are expected to be serious. The following ia a summary of the most 

important . 

6 . 1 . DEPOLARIZATION IN THE hlNAC 

Tin- dupolarization of a longitudinally polarized electron beam by the SLAC 

linac has been calculated tu ba very .-m-ialt."" This has been verified by several 

••xperirfif'dtsV'"" The polarized SLC docs differ in two respects from the old 

SLAC linac: 

I The electron bunches art* much smaller than they were for the fixed target 

experiments. H was pointed out by W.K.H. I'anofsky that the intra-

bunch fields could dcpoWize the bui.rh via an effect that is analogous to 

Thomas precession. More detailed calculations indtait . : this clTect 

causes less than a one p m e n t depolarization of the beam. 

2, The SLC must fiirelerale beams with transverse components or the polar

ization vector. This is tint expected to he a problem, hotvevei, detailed 

i ill -illations inn! evpcrtmi'iital verification are still needed. 
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t i . 2 . DEPOLARIZATION IN THK DAMPING KING 

Since tin' helicity of each electron pulse is determined by a MM-IOUI n u m b e r 

genera to r a t I he source , hatf of llir electron pulsus s tored in I hi- nor th damping 

r ing will have their polarization vectors aliened with the i*iiiil<' l idd and half will 

have anti-al igncd ptiUiri/.atian vectors . Tin* na tura l polarization of .1 s innigi ' img 

by the Sokolov-Ternov elfect '" Cannes the. spins tn antUsdign th< mselves with 

the guide field. Th i s would cause the depolar izat ion of the aligned bunches if 

they were s tored in tin- ring for an appreciable fraction ol ,i polai i/ing l ime. T h e 

polarizing l ime for Ihe d a m p i n g ring is approximate ly I". minutes . Since 1 In-

s torage t ime oT an e l i c lmn hunch i,s only H millisecond 1* (lit .1 t'.'.U \\/ repel it t<ei 

ra te ) , this effect is m gligiibh'. Indeed, the short s torage litue (u.h'nh is severnl 

d a m p i n g l imes) implies t h a t the only process t ha t could cu r se a serious problem 

is resonant dupnlar i /nt i i in . T h e resonance condit ion is 

v N 1 h't 1 Juv 1 Ki',, 

where: v is the spin tune of the d a m p i n g ring (the mimticr of .spin p i e o «• ions 

per o rb i t ) ; N, / , J , K are integers; vz and ;«w arc the Inn iy.oiital ;>tJ 11 vertic;il 

be ta t ron tunes , respectively; and u, is the synchro t ron turn' of the damping ring 

T h e SLC* damping rijig is designed tn opera te at an energy /•.' I 'J I ( leV. The 

spin t u n e at Litis energy is given by the expression 

*; 2 K K 
v • 2.7 id 

2 in , 440.65 MeV 

(wliere [IJ 2)j'l is anomalous magnet ic moment of the clei t rni i j Tin ' lion 

zoiilal and vertical be ta t ron l anes a re vT 7.20 aiul t-v ,'i.2U. respi-i t i \ c l \ 

I the i'x uy • 4 coupling re'.o nance i? used to produce round begins) . f)>e 

synchro t ron t u n e is very small \v. — 0.0-1). Therefore , the nearesi spin depolar 

izating rcsnnance occurs when N,t,J 0 ,0 , I ( the «_\ 111 limt run tunc is ignored 

since only relatively weak resonances are associated with it). T h e right h.nul -side 



af tltt! roHOWvnei) aquation m orjtmJ to 2.80 in thin ca«e. S'mte thtt natural width 

or this Hideband rusoimce in cxpnclcd to be ICH» tliiin 0.001, iin wrlmiH resonant 

depolarization IN oxpuctud. 

Ci.3. DEPOLARIZATION IN TUB ARCS 

The SLC arcs are fairly nchrnmatJe tranaport »y«ti>mH (thoy ran lr«n«port a 

tnwnorttum interval APj P - 5%), Sinc<* llu< Lota! precision angle in it, MimdUvo 

function of tb« beam imwrRy, the. finite energy ttpread of the beam [&PfP -

0.2%) r.uutiiiH a npr<!iid in ltt« Una) .spin direct ionn ol tlic «>l<TtroriH. The average 

liiiiltlltidinal pnlnri'/fitmn at the interaction point t« rehired by 2.2%, 

11,-1, DKVOI.AICIXATIUN KKOM U K A M U K A M iNTKItA'TluNM 

HcrmiSP the Sb(< beaum lire very smut) it I. the iitlrrnrl.tmi point, istrb henin is 
.Hijltji'rk'd to very wl.rong elerLromiiKDCtir lirldn during tin* mll'minn. These fieldn 
i iiirn' Huiiitr depolnrixittion of the electron timirli. The Ww,« a[ tin; infect in given 
!>v III*' expnwwon 

ft ?• ?<' * 

where Aff„ is the avenge preressiun angle of Wain part,<• leu; /',' is the lieum 

rn«T|',y; mid ii,\ i;i the disruption angta of the beam. .Since tin- WiWMptinu angle 

.il. S)r(! is roti|>lily one miflirndiari, the average depolarization is II-HH than omt 

("'ICCdt. 

<;,,'< SYSTEMATIC Kl-TKiXS 

Il in pomiihle Lbiil tin* »m-rage Ileum polar iy.ii.lion JIM measured by Die two 

ilnv.iir.l.rt'iifi) poliiririiHers he different fn»»M the luminosity weighted average, pn-

l.nt/.iliitii. There ;ire I wo possible rutises for this effect, 

(. The be.-rni beam inter.-irl.ion obviously rliangptt tin* polarization before it 

arrives at. the Cmnpfori iirtd extraction line Midler polarimeterH. Tb« atsj« 

it!' lltix effect in estimated to be haw Mian 0J*%. 

2Z 
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2. If the electron beam at the interaction point has u ncwr-wra dispersion 

function, it in possible that JV beam-beiim targeting error could cause the 

luminosity wrigb.lt.-d beam energy and polarization to differ from the av

erage beam energy and polarization. Tin; beam-beam deflection process 

allows the beam to be targeted to within n nnmtl fraction of the beam siziiH. 

Therefore, even if the diversion function at tliu interaction point were OH 

large an .*) mm (which is quite large), the fractional deviation of the mon

itored polarization from the average one in less than two percent. If the 

dispersion function is the more normal 1 mm, this effort is a few tenths of 

one percent. 

7. Summitry 

rolariued beams ran rather naturally lie incorporated into a linear collider 

like Sl,(;. Although some rare in required, there are no technical reasons that make 

the machine dinVull to polarise. Since the polarized electron source is capable 

of performing as well as the normal <in polarized thermionic source, no degrada

tion in machine performance is expected to result from the implementation-rvf-

polarizer) beams. The hardware Tor producing, accelerating, and monitoring » 

polar hied electron beam in St,f! is itt a reasonably advanred state of prepam 

linn. The installation schedule in being determined almost entirely by tin- rate 

of progress in commissioning the machine. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1) The expected uncertainty of a measurcim-ril, of tin- left-right imymmetry 

ALH ftfl a function of the number nf events used. The benm polarisa

tion is taken to be 45%. The #" muss is ajMtimeel lu be 92.5 GcV. The 

corresponding uncertainty on nin'tf,, ami an M% -s shown on the riRht-

hand sciilcs. The throe? branches of the Am rtirvi rrffr l.o I,he precision 

of the polarisation mouitoritiji. Krorrt top in Imltom, AA/.a h shown for 

AP/P - 5%, 3%, ami 1%, respectively. A mini pie of l(lr' to 10W events is 

sufficient! to saturate tin* asymptotic limi'., eleptmeiinR upon the* prwisitm of 

tin' polarization motiitoriii1;. The v\p«'<i.r<l inn ci iainly on *,in"ff„, from a 

liit'iisiiri'iiM'til. of the IrpLixiif furw.irilbin kvv.inl .ihyiimu-t.iy t*. .ilso .shown. 

Tin* IHVUIW are ii.*i*niiiii*d to ln> tntpol;iri7.<*d urnl tin* numbi-roT iniiniiir decays 

is ;is*<i(mrd to be* givi-ti <unci lly l>y the Standard Model. 

1'J A layemt. of the* Sl,A<! Uncar tTnllidrr. Th»' i»ri«"iiliiliim nl .in rledron spin 

vi-c(.e*r is showr» «s the electron is lr;itisported from I In* t-Wtrnn gun to tin* 

ntliT;t<lhtii point. 

',!) Tin* Uitit'l ttli'in iHIi 1 t>f (liiAt* in'iii (.tit* l>iitui];iip mitnnnim (frotn referem-PH 

'1 •mil .'t). Tin* energy levels of I he stoles arc shown ott (In* rij(ht. Allowed 

transitions for lite ,-ihsnrplion of ri|;hl (left) nrciiliirly pohir'r/ed photons ;ire 

shown its solid (d.ished) fir rows. The circled numbers indicate l|pe r«?lalive 

l.niiis'tlioii rates, 

I) The hand slrui'lure of ( .al l ium Arsenide near its surfiue for: (a) purr 

'•'.(As, {!>) e.'.iAi wrlli <i resi.tl.rd Mirhur, .nnl (r) <!iiA« with a layer of 

( ':.•_.< ) mi i(:, sin l.ii e. 

>1 Tin' |Hi|,iri/.tl.ion o( ele< I i«irc; vimlU'il from :.e\er.il <;«A:; ptit*I.O(-;ttfto<l<<!i jis 

IIJIK linns <<| [iliitlon \v.iv<*U'lii;lli. The 0.2 {tin ;uul DM fiit\ siiniple.s were 

measured ,tl. SI AC l>y T. Mari i )uma. The dula from Alvarado et al are1 

l . i k r j ) l d > m HrJ' i ' j - i ' t i t ' i ' . r j . 
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(J) A drawing of the SLC polarised source. The pholnemission soune is in

stalled mi » Y vacuum section wit.li the thennint i i r sou i re t.i> far i l i late 

switching from OIK; soiirre t.o the other. T I K ; laser pnliiri'/.iitidn ami r|iiipp'mn 

optics are not shown. 

7) The power of tin* KM-' ltu.fr is shown as ii runt t ion «»l w;ni'l<ii|.',tli (which 

depends upon dye miH«*ii lration) for two different dyes. Tin- Usei power is 

lite liiTif ; ivcrii|*fi j i l l 00 11/, operation. 

S) The modulat ion and circular pohimiLLinti optics I'm tin- Sl,<" pnhir i / rd 

source User. 

<l) The spin rii l. i i l i i in system a.s iurnrpi>r.'il.ed in to ) In- lien 1 h il.iiiipin|>. riii|> m m 

pli'X. Tin* i i r ienl i i t i im il l ' l.he pn|:tri/.atinn vector ill M-vei.il 11*»« II I - k shown 

liy t.he i lmil. l i- i l l row. 

Ill) The •UM , ,darr/.ed differential cross set linns for Moll<i .ui-l III1..I.I1.1 -< .<< r< 1 me, 

are presented as u funi ' lum of Hie renlcror-jna.'.s -,i .it •»-• mi', .mi/Jr The 

longitudinal Jim! l.r.'i lis verse asymmetry function:. Im Imih pi-n i-,••<•:. -1 r • • 

also shown. 

11) The beam's i-ye view nf ii Mailer s« :iLteriti|> l.of,i-l In 1.. ' i-i d .11 s | <' A 

holder i-i>nl.ainitin I'mir iron foil '. • .111 lie moveil 1 Inniie.li • !•• '••• • '• Ti-.r \. i\ 

are transverse to (lie lic;un ami twn a t r t i l led at -ineje ••! .'u wit- ie-. (n-. ! 

I.11 tile hral i i i i \ is . A set of three llemholy in iK 1,111 | I Il>l> j',,11] 

fifh! along any of the three axes, 

I'J) A schefl iatiral representation ot .1 Mutter jiohll llin er tur I tic I < • >.' I ,l< I ;n:i 

line. 

\'.i) The electron si^md .is tueilMired in .1 M i l l e t pi.l.n urn 1 ••< '• '•> 1 T p-i'i ••: 

the li HI in* shows 1 he ill) III her nl si .il lereil elei 11 mi .1 .1 I n n 1 ;• •:• - I 1 -il i< • i f . 

alible. The signal appears al the aii|;|e l lni i i - n i r med 1.. 1 L- -1 ,ii>. '. .! 

momentum. The l i i i rkuroi ini l is well ile:.criliei| !•* i l i r i l i i l i II- =il«-i inm 

M) The iinpntari/ett cross section ami I he !niip,M u-lin.il .unl 11.111 -. i i - i pol.r :;.• 
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tion asymmetries are shown as a function of s — K'jK'max for the scattering 
of a 2.23 eV photon by a 46 GeV electron (y = 0.389). 

15) The location of the SLC Compton polarimeter is shown. A pulse from the 
laser located on the surface is directed into collision with the electron bea 
after It has paBBed through the interaction point. 
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